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Abstract

The problem of finding hidden state in a POMDP and the problem of finding ab-
stractions for MDPs are closely related. In this paper, we analyze the connection
between existing Predictive State Representation methods [3] and homomorphic
reductions of Markov Processes [5, 6]. We formally define a POMDP homo-
morphism, then extend PSR reduction methods to find POMDP homomorphisms
when the original POMDP is known. The resulting methods find more compact
abstract models in tasks for which different observations have the same meaning.

1 Introduction

The task of representing hidden state in a POMDP is closely related to the task of finding an ab-
stract model for an MDP: in both cases, we search for a model which does the best job possible of
predicting some output, while remaining as small as possible.

The two problems have different approaches, however. In a POMDP we expand the state space to
include extra distinctions between hidden states which are originally indistinguishable by the agent,
while keeping the number of hidden states as small as possible. In model minimization, we eliminate
distinctions between states while maintaining our ability to predict reward, or some other function
of the state.

In some cases, however, a POMDP may also contain redundant observation information. Even in a
POMDP it may not matter, for example, whether the mug the agent is holding is solid black or has
pictures of pandas on it, as long as it is heat resistant. There is no reason for the POMDP to model
separately the extra detail it would take to predict the decorations on a specific mug if either will
do for the task of preparing coffee. We can, therefore, map the observation of holding a solid black
mug and the observation of holding a panda mug to the same abstract observation — that we are
holding a mug.

To find these observation mappings, the observations of the POMDP are divided into two parts: the
part to predict, represented by an output functiony : O → Y , and the remainder, which is retained
only when it helps to predicty. If this remaining part of the observation space isX, the complete
observation spaceO is Y ×X.

In this paper we examine algorithms for finding the reduction from a known POMDPM to an
abstract POMDPM̃ in whichX is reduced to the most compact representation which yields a good
prediction ofY . The intention in doing so is not to come up with a practical algorithm for findingM̃
— in practice inferring the abstract model directly from data without knowingM is more desirable.
However, the precise definition of a valid reduction and algorithms for finding it from a known
POMDP will hopefully enable better analysis of methods for finding such models from data, and
ideally point the direction to good practical algorithms.



2 Background: CMP Homomorphisms

A Controlled Markov Process (CMP) is an MDP without the latter’s reward function. A CMP with
output is a CMP together with an output function that maps its state set to a set of outputs, or
observations,Y .

We think of the output function as singling out some aspect of the CMP as being of interest for some
reason. This function might be as simple as the location or color of an object in the state. Thus, a
CMP with output is a tuple(S, A, T, y), whereS, A, andT are as in an MDP, andy is the output
functiony : S ×A → Y . Given any functionr : Y → R, (S, A, T, r ◦ y) is an MDP whose reward
function is the composition ofr andy. We say that this MDP issupported byy.

A CMP homomorphism [6] is a mappingh from a CMP with output(S, A, T, y) to an abstract CMP
with output(S′, A′, T ′, y′). h must preserve both the output function and some properties of the
transition probabilities ofM . Specifically,h consists of a set of mappings:f : S → S′, and for
eachs ∈ S a mappinggs : A → A′ that recodes actions in a possibly state-dependent way. The
following properties must hold for all state and action pairs:

y′(f(s), gs(a)) = y(s, a). (1)

T ′(f(si), gsi
(a), f(sj)) =

∑
sk∈f−1(sj)

T (si, a, sk). (2)

wheref−1(s) = {sk|f(s) = f(sk)}.

CMP Homomorphisms are a natural extension of Model Minimization [1] and MDP Homomor-
phisms [5].

The model formed by a CMP homomorphism can be used to learn the value function for any sup-
ported reward (r ◦ y) and termination (β ◦ y) functions. The optimal policy can then belifted from
M ′ to M .

3 Background: Linear PSRs

A POMDP is a tuple(S, A,Π, O), whereS andA are defined as for MDPs, andΠ is the transition
function. However,S is not observable by the agent. Instead, each state generates a distribution over
observationsP (o|s). The agent usually maintains abelief stateor vector of probabilitiesbi = P (si)
representing its belief about its current state. In a Predictive State Representation, the agent instead
maintains a list of probabilities for a set of predictive tests.

A test t is a sequence of future action/observation predictions:{a1, o1, ...an, on}. A history h
is some past sequence of actions and observations. The following notational shorthand is used:
P (t|h) = P (o1...on|h, a1, ...an).

The PSR representation is based on maintaining the probabilities of a small set of testsQ =
{q1, ...qn} which forms a basis for all other tests. In the case of a linear PSR this means that for all
testst, P (t|h) = PT (Q|h)mt for some weight vectormt.

The vector of Q predictions must also be a sufficient statistic for itself at the next time step. In order
to updateQ from one time step to another, the update rule is:

P (qi|hao) =
P (aoqi|h)
P (ao|h)

=
PT (Q|h)maoqi

PT (Q|h)mao
.

The smallest complete representation of the PSR therefore includes a set of core testsQ and a set of
mt vectors for eachao pair, as well as eachaoqi sequence.

4 POMDP Homomorphisms

In a POMDP homomorphism the output functiony : O → Y maps the complete observation space
onto a simpler function, such as the location of a specific object or the agent’s energy level. Rather
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Figure 1: Two alternate graphical models for a single transition from timet to t + 1 in a POMDP.
The first model (a) is the canonical form, while in (b) the link between the next states′ and thex
portion of the observation has been reversed.

than define a homomorphic mapping over states and actions, POMDP homomorphisms map the
actions and observations of the original POMDP to abstract actionA′ and observationO′ sets. The
goal is to find a mapping which enables the agent to predicty as well as it could using the original
POMDP.

MDP/CMP Homomorphisms are defined by two sets of constraints, over the output function and
transition function. POMDP Homomorphisms are defined by three sets of constraints, since in
addition to the output function and transition function, the abstract observation function must obey
certain constraints in order to be consistent with the original POMDP model.

Define a state mappingf : S → S̃, action mappingg : A → Ã, and action specific observation
mappingka : O → Õ. Each mapping may be many to one. Together, these mappings define a
mapping from the original POMDP(S, A,Π, O) to an abstract POMDP(S̃, Ã, Π̃, Õ).

In order to be a valid homomorphism, the mappings must obey several constraints. The first con-
straint over these mappings is identical to the first CMP Homomorphism constraint: all states in the
same block of the partition must have the same distribution for the output variable:

P (y|s) = P (y|f(s)) (3)

The final two constraints encode consistency in the transition and observation functions. Predictions
of abstract next states and abstract observations must be of the same quality in the abstract model as
they would be given the true state and action:

∀s̃ ∈ S̃, P (s̃|f(s), g(a), ka(o)) =
∑

si∈f−1(st+1)

P (si|s, a, o) (4)

∀õ ∈ Õ, P (õ|s, a) =
∑

oi∈k−1
a (õ)

P (oi|s, a). (5)

It is important to note that the final constraint indicates that all actions which map to the same
abstract action must have the same set of abstract observations with non-zero probability.

The constraints involve a slightly different view of POMDP state prediction than is typically used.
The more typical POMDP model is represented in Figure 1 (a). The ”current” state in this model
is used to predict the output. The POMDP ”transition” functionT ao is defined asP (s′, o|s, a) =
P (o|s′) · P (s′|s, a) = P (o|s′) · P (s′|s, a).

In Figure 1 (b), the link froms′ to o has been reversed to reflect the fact thato’s main purpose is to
provide information abouts′. This reversal necessitates the addition of links froms anda to o in
order to represent the original distribution. The result is a network in which all the directed paths
in the model for each time slice end aty. It is then possible to reduce the model by following the
reverse paths back fromy, and “reducing” each link. This results in the factorizationP (s′, o|s, a) =
P (o|s, a) · P (s′|s, a, o) which can easily be seen to correspond to the constraints 4 and 5.



Note that these constraints do not allow for state dependent action mappings. While state specific
action and observation recodings are possible in POMDPs, their construction is complex: if the
agent can, at the end of any given historyh, believe that it could be in eithersi or sj , si andsj

must have the same action and observation mapping. It is more appropriate, therefore, to consider
creating history specific action and observation recodings. This is, for the most part, beyond the
scope of this paper — this work assumes that the action and observation recodings are the same in
all states. Observation mappings, however, may depend on the last action taken, which is a type of
short one step history dependence.

In order to find a homomorphic reduction, the state, action and observation spaces can be repeatedly
partitioned to find a mapping that satisfies these constraints, in a similar but slightly more complex
fashion to the CMP Homomorphism finding algorithms. The algorithm has the following steps, if
fold is the state mapping from the previous iteration:

1. PartitionS such that constraint 3 is satisfied

2. PartitionS such that equivalent states have the same action set available: in other words,
such that constraints 4 and 5 are satisfied (P (fold(s′)|s, a, x) = P (fold(s′)|f(s), a, x) and
P (ka(x)|s, a) = P (ka(x)|f(s), a)).

3. Partition the (a, x) elements of A × X such that P (fold(s′)|f(s), a, x) =
P (fold(s′)|f(s), g(a), ka(x)). This creates a mapping consistent with constraint 4 in all
states.

4. PartitionA such that constraint 5 is satisfied for all states, given thea, o partition from the
last step (i.e.,P (ka(x)|f(s), a) = P (ka(x)|f(s), g(a))).

5. loop back to (2) until the partition is stable (at worst, the partition will separate every
individual state, action, and observation).

This algorithm finds a mapping from one POMDP to a potentially smaller abstract POMDP, but
retains the state-based structure of the POMDP. Alternatively, we can combine the linear PSR algo-
rithms and this reduction to form an algorithm which takes advantage of both types of compression
simultaneously.

5 Linear PSR Homomorphisms

The algorithm in [3] provides a good starting point for a linear PSR style POMDP homomorphism
finding algorithm. This original algorithm proceeds in stages: at iterationj, it finds a set of predic-
tionsQj which is a basis set for allj-step predictions in the POMDP.

Rather than predicting allj-step observation sequences, however, a homomorphism finding algo-
rithm should predictabstractj-step observations. EachQj defines a state mapping, where any two
states which have the same predictions for all basis vectors are mapped to the same state. For exam-
ple, in the following table of prediction probabilities, ifq1 andq2 are the tests inQ (their predictions
are the basis vectors for all other predictions), any states with the same predictions for these two
tests map to the same state for the current set of tests. In the example,s1 ands3 map to the same
abstract state, buts2 does not.

Table 1: default

q1 . . . q2 . . .
s1 0.3 0.2
s2 0.4 0.5
s3 0.3 0.2

Qj is not built based on the true POMDP, however. Instead, we start with a POMDP which does
not use all predictions, and over multiple iterations refine the observation space of the POMDP to
improve predictions ofy.

We defineM̂j to be an abstract POMDP which ignores some information aboutx. More specifically,
this POMDP ignores the dependence ofx on the previous state, and only models its ability to predict
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Figure 2: The graphical model for the approximate POMDPM̂j

the next state (removing the link froms to x in Figure??). The effect is to treatx as an action, rather
than as an observation:̂Mj is the POMDP you get by ignoringP (x|s) and assuming the agent can
setx. It is only the current abstract observation,ka(x), which is modeled as a true observation
which depends on the previous state. The resulting model is shown in Figure 2, with changes from
the original model highlighted in bold. Initially,k1(x) maps all observations to a single abstract
observation: each iteration of the algorithm refines this abstraction until further refinements do not
improve the prediction ofy.

In order to partition thea’s andx’s, the algorithm examinesmaoq/mao values in for the true ac-
tion/observations, and the current abstract basis setQj . Those which have different predictions are
split. At the end of the algorithm, any pair ofa, o values for whichmaoq/mao is equivalent for all
q ∈ Q is mapped to the same abstractã, õ.

The proof that this algorithm finds a representation which satisfies the constraints for a POMDP
homomorphism is beyond the scope of this paper.

6 Output Function vs. Value Function Homomorphisms

There is yet another way to use the algorithm in the proceeding section, if the most compact rep-
resentation for only one specific task is desired. Initializing the basis vectors as in [4] results in a
model for a specific reward function. The only initial basis vector in this case is a single vector com-
prised of the immediate reward for each state. The original algorithm in [4] predicts all outputs of
the POMDP, as well as the value function. However, when combined with the modifications listed
in the previous section, the algorithm predicts only the essential aspects of the observation function
needed to predict the value function.

7 Results

The following results compare the following 4 algorithms:

1. The linear PSR reduction finding algorithm from [3].

2. Output homomorphism finding algorithm ((1) with observation mappings added).

3. The value function reduction algorithm from [4].

4. Value function homomorphism finding algorithm ((3) with observation mappings added).

There were two sets of experiments on the same POMDP. shown in figure 3. In the first experiment,
shown in Table 3,a = b = c = 1, thus, bothy and the value function for the rewardr = y are
identical at states 6 and 7. In the second experiment, shown in Table 2,a = 2, b = 1, c = 1.5. Thus,
if r = y the one step value at states 6 and 7 is the same, though the prediction ofy is not.
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Figure 3: Simple POMDP. Unless otherwise noted, transitions are deterministic and identical for
actionsa1 anda2. The color of nodes is observed (X = {black, white, grey}). Note that the
homomorphic reduction merges the observations ofwhite andblack into a singlewhite ∨ black
observation, while the Linear PSR reduction does not.

Table 2:a = b = c = 1
Algorithm Basis Set Size Abstract State Space SizePercent of Original Size

PSR 7 8 0.73
PSRHM 5 6 0.55

VAL 7 8 0.73
VALHM 5 6 0.55

The difference between the algorithms consists essentially of whether they merge the observations
white andblack at states 4 and 5 into a single abstract observation to form one long chain of states.
Note that in these experiments, the difference between the size of the Homomorphic reduction and
the Linear PSR reduction can be made arbitrarily large by increasing the number of states in the
chain between state 1 and states 4 and 5 (where the Linear PSR splits the state space unnecessarily).

8 Discussion and Future Work

Further work is necessary to determine whichM̂ definition is more useful. In the experiments thus
far, their performance is identical, however, these were very simple experiments. Treatingx as an
action, rather than ignoring it, is more expensive, since there are more ”actions” to prepend to the
prediction basis vectors. However, it seems likely that this is the method which will extend more
easily to the case where the true POMDP model is not known.

Tests on more complex domains, such as Blocks World and Towers of Hanoi are also essential to be
sure the algorithm scales. The most interesting algorithmic extension will be finding history (rather
than state) specific action and observation mappings, so that symmetries between regions of the state
space where the action and observation mappings are not identical may be identified.
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